EMERGENCY CONTACT

Cycling Course INFO

※ Please contact us if you need rescue due to accident,
injury, ﬂat tire, etc. during cycling.

NANBUYA KAISENKAKU TEL.017-752-4411
31, Asamushi Hotarudani, Aomori, Aomori, Japan 039-3501

Short Course

Long course

Relaxing sightseeing course
around Asamushi Onsen
area

Shining ocean with the
emerald blue Natsudomari
Coastline course

Sea! Mountain! Hills!
Cyclist satisfying course

Fitness Level ★
Distance 8. 1 ㎞
Acquired Altitude* 49ｍ
Maximum Elevation Difference 27ｍ
*Acquired Altitude:
The Time Required 1 - 2 h o u r
Sum of distance of

Fitness Level ★★
Distance 41. 2 ㎞ Acquired Altitude* 46 1 ｍ
Maximum Elevation Difference 68 ｍ
*Acquired Altitude:
The Time Required 3 -4h our
Sum of distance of

Fitness Level ★★★★
Distance 95 . 3 ㎞ Acquired Altitude* 8 4 9 ｍ
Maximum Elevation Difference 212ｍ
*Acquired Altitude:
The Time Required 6 -8h our
Sum of distance of
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Middle Course

Mutsu Bay

Tsubaki
Shrine
71.5km

you can see Oshima and

The scenery where the

Tsubaki-yama
Campsite

95.3km

From Natsudomari-zaki,

Aburame-zaki

farming piled up is iconic
of Hiranai town

9

Beyond the green tunnel at

also enjoy boating and

Aburame-zaki, there is a fantastic

ﬁshing

Rest your bicycle and take a

scenic view of the ocean

9

Early along the coastal route, you will see the blue
nets, the pride of Hiranai town, which boasts the
largest number of farmed scallops produced in
Japan. While riding through the "Natsudomari
scallop Line" which connects all around the coastal
part of the Peninsula, towards the half-point "Fudo
waterfall", the course turns to a gentle climb and
passes through the sacred mountain forest. After
that, it's back to the hotel for a relaxing and healing
view of the peaceful idyllic Satoyama landscape.

blue net for scallop

Hanakuri-zaki

Natsudomari
Golf Rinks

Aomori bay. You can

Cycling while being healed by the beautiful view
and the sound of the coast of the Natsudomari
Peninsula. At the top of the peninsula, not only can
you see Oshima island and Mutsu Bay, you can also
enjoy boats and ﬁshing ponds,where you can
actually eat fresh seafood you caught. Ride to the
hotel again after a breath at the half point "Tsubaki
Shrine".

break at where you can see the
beautiful Mutsu Bay, surrounded
by Shimokita Coast

P

Mt.Sasamori

Japanese modern noodle shop that

by the sun and

serves delicious Udon and Oden.

Natsudomari-Scallop
Sea Line Tunnel

shines emerald blue

Detailed Map

Aomori Pref.
Asamushi Aquarium
Besides the marine life of the waters
around Aomori, this aquarium has
a variety of aquatic wildlife to view and learn about

Rokusan Shokudo

1-25, Asamushi Babayama,Aomori,039-3501
Tel:017-752-3377/Open 9:00-17:00/everyday
※The time changes depending on the seasons

4

Yunoshima

Nagai Kujira
Rice Cake store

Tsuru-Kame
Shokudo

P

Roadside Station Asamushi
Onsen Yu-sa Asamushi

Makes and sells Asamushi
specialty sweets "Kujira rice cake"
51-5, Asamushi Sakamoto,Aomori, 039-3501
Tel:017-752-3228/Open7:00-19:00

Shalm

Souvenir shops, restaurant and

※12/31, 1/1 closed

※The time changes depending on the seasons

Asamushi Fishing Pier

Molly's Café

Short Course

Asameshi
Shokudo

You can make boiled eggs if bringing
eggs and eat them while enjoying free
foot bath
6, Asamushi Uchino,Aomori,039-3501

Aomori Bay

269

4

Tel:017-752-1104

Gentoku-ji
Temple

Available time 6:00 -18:00

*8/13/12/31 is closed in the afternoon

Sabo Murasaki-zen

Ryusho-kaku

4

Download the App

from November to March)* Closed on 1/1-1/3

today!! (You need to
sign up)

Nishi-Hiranai Stat.

Menya-Tatsu
(Ramen)

4

4

https://ridewithgps.com/app

2

STEP

Scan the QR code of

Yunoshima
Asamushi
Onsen Stat.

3

269

Tap "Show my location",
the App will show your

Japanese restaurant
that serves fresh seafood and local cuisine
121, Kominato Kominato,Hiranai,
Higashitsugaru-Gun, 039-3321
017-755-3133

Mt.Takamori

Open 11:00-23:00/everyday

◀Detailed Map
Around Nanbuya
Kaisenkaku

Hiranai Town

Mt.Maetaka-mori
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Asamushi Dam "Lake Hotaru"

position and begin

navigating your route.
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*Make sure that the location services of the

features which might be released in the future by

Short Course
Long Course
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A traditionally styled

Mt.Yashiki

Aomori Bay

STEP

*If you want to get full access to all the premium

Yogoshiyama
Skiing Ground

Kappou Sanpei

route you like, the App

application (Chrome, Safari etc) you are using is ON.
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A
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Tel:017-752-3220/Open 9:00-18:00 (9:00-17:00
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"Ride With GPS", you need to get paid version.

You can feel the silence

Lin
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The sacred waterfall at
upstream of the Shimizu river.
It is used for ascetic practices

Asamushi Dam
"Lake Hotaru"

Shihoji-cho, Heiuchi-machi,

From the observation deck you
can see both the dam and
Mutsu(Aomori) bay
Tel:017-752-4143 ※Asamushi Dam Administration Ofﬁce

of the forest on wide

Fudo waterfall

Aomori City
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体験

体験

Drinking Hot
Spring/
Hot Spring Boiled
Egg spot

Tel:017-755-2663/Open8:30-16:30

9

56, Tsuchiya Kagikake,Hiranai, Higashitsugaru-Gun, 039-3372

route.

Asamushi Onsen Stat.
Jindo Pedestrian
bridge (Sunset Bridge)

Tel:017-737-5151/Open9:00-19:00/everyday

You can taste 'Scallop Soft'

ly and show you the

341-19, Asamushi Hotarudani,Aomori, 039-3501

Higashitsugaru-Gun, 039-3331

Bakery Ichiko
Hiranai History and Kominato Stat.
Folklore Museum

Scallop square

will start automatical-

Eki-mae Shokudo

a hot spring which overlooks Mutsu bay

Mt.Sasamori

with subtle salt and sweetness

1

36-1, Hamago Horikae,Hiranai,

11:00-14:30(L.O.)/18:00-20:30(L.O.)

You can check the courses and
maps online on "Ride with GPS".
STEP

cactus and orchids throughout the year

039-3313/Tel:017-762-7794/Open(Weekday)

How to use

HachidaiRyu-jingu
Shrine

You can appreciate many different kinds of

97,Numadate Yagishi,Hiranai, Higashitsugaru-Gun,

Closed : Monday · 3rd Tuesday

Asamushi Matchmaking Jizo-son

Yogoshiyama
Cactus and
Orchid Garden

Udon-ya shiro

Hiranai Town

The sea is illuminated

(Sat, Sun, Holiday) 11: 00 ˜ 15: 30 (L.O.)

NANBUYA
KAISENKAKU

Admire the scenery
~♪

Hama-chidori
Oshima

Natsudomarizaki · Oshima

Good course to start a roadbike, allowing relaxing
cycling of calm and spiritful hot spring area of
Asamushi. In the middle of the course, there is the
popular spot "Asamushi Aquarium", and "Onsen soft
boiled egg place"" where you can go around ""Lake
Hotaru" while waiting for egg boiled. At dusk, a
beautiful sunset over Aomori bay is exquisite.

Take it easy 〜

Food and
Shop
·
飲食
売店・おみやげ
drink
Souvenirs
Uphill slope
登り坂（斜度10度以上）
(inclination
10degrees or more)

Photo
撮影スポット
spot

Rest spot
休憩スポット
体験 Experience

Natsudomari-zaki

23.8km

♬

♪

Hot
温泉 spring
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go ﬁrst?

Cycling Course MAP

Middle Course

m
250

NANBUYA
KAISENKAKU

Where to

well-kept road with
light trafﬁc

Long Course
Uphill slope
about 2.5km

Higashi-Tsugaru-gun, 0339-3351
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Enjoy the spectacular view of Mutsu
Bay at Asamushi Onsen-village and
Natsudomari Peninsula
Located in the center of Aomori Prefecture, Asamushi

Cycling Journey

Onsen-village is an old-fashioned hot spring town that is
blessed with seamount. "Nanbuya Kaisenn-kaku" is a great

through Aomori
NANBUYA
KAISENKAKU

location that overlooks Mutsu Bay and won
"Professional-Selected Japanese Hotel / Ryokan 100
Choice", "It's a popular hot spring ryokan 250 selection" 5

CYCLING
PLAN

star accommodation "selected by the travel industry. There
is a onsen with a great view that you can see the sun
setting in Mutsu Bay on the top ﬂoor. The powerful Tsugaru
shamisen show takes place every evening

℃

25

13.3

15

Nanbuya Kaaisenkaku

With
Peda
l
Rest

31, Asamushi Hotarudani, Aomori, Aomori, Japan
039-3501
TEL
UR L
UR L http://www.kaisenkaku.com/
Check in / out 15:00/10:00
Number of rooms 89rooms
Large public bath with view (also, outdoor hot spring
bath) available

Reservation
call number

For customers
who want to
rent a bicycle

017-752-4411
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▲Bringing your bike in you room OK
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Special plan with 1 night stay, 2 meals,
hot springs access, and a bicycle rental !

Aomori. will make your cycling

bicycle can be customized to suit the

safe and fun!

needs of any and all cyclyists; from
beginner to advanced, from town

■ Our guides help you make sure that you're riding safely and

riders to racers. A wide range of

Allez

popular and top-class bicycles made
by Allez and Dolce are designed so
that anyone can enjoy cycling.

Free 1 bottle of mineral water
Helmets and towels available for rent

18,850

2 meals + hot spring
+ bicycle rental ￥

Onsen after check out OK
Please come by with shoes and clothes that you can cycle.
The accommodation fee may be changed depending on the season.
contact the hotel for details.

Size: M

Tax
included

If you can not use the rental cycle due to bad weather etc, we will respond with alternative service or cash back. Please

■ They help you choose the best cycling course for you based

Size: S

"Make sure you always wear a helmet during cycling. Please make sure to bring back the
bicycle to the hotel (there are no alternative drop oﬀ points).The maximum amount of
rent-a-bicycle is 4 bicycles at a time."

on plenty of information about the course.
■ They can provide Emergency support(ﬁrst aid) in case of
accidents such as bicycle trouble, ﬂat tire, injury etc..
■ The also introduce the charm of the area such as local
gourmet and superb scenic spots.
※ If you wish to book a cycling guide, please contact the hotel 10 days
ahead of time. ※ For the details of guiding fee, please contact the hotel.

Road bikes are easily identiﬁed by their thin tires and downward
curved handles. When riding a road bike you might be surprised by
its comfort and how it moves through the wind. Many people ride
road bikes for commuting and bicycle racing. The best part of
riding a road bike is how you feel when you ride through the wind.

In order to enjoy your cycling safely,
always follow traf fic rules during cycling.
In Japan, bicycle-riders must be
on the left side of road

According to Japanese Road Trafﬁc Law, bicycles
are considered as light vehicles and therefore,
whenever there is a distinction between the
sidewalk and the road, you must ride on a road.
(the same direction as trafﬁc), otherwise you will
be riding into trafﬁc and run the risk of being

Great plan to enjoy cycling around the hotel
on your own !

Basic rules
of Cycling

Letʼs ob
and enjoey the rules
y cycling!

Safety rules · Manners

Also, you must always ride on left side of road

Cycling Journey Plan

securely.

Dolce

(standard height 165 cm - 175 cm) (standard height 155 cm - 165 cm)

Road side

With pedal rest

For customers
who bring their
own bicycle

Experienced cycling guides in

American brand bicycles. Every

104

A pleasant service for cyclists

Baggage custody is OK before / after check-in

Cycling Guide

Attraction of Road Bikes

19.3

200
150

Easy Rent-A-Cycle Lodging Plan

21.1

8.3

10
5

17.2

Option

4 bicycles available at each hotel, 2 of each

！

Average Annual Temperature
around the area
23.3

20

The Bicycles (road bike) for Rent at the Hotel

Road side

The
The Secret
Secret Natural
Natural Wonder
Wonder
of
of Northern
Northern Japan
Japan

ticketed by police for "riding in the opposite

！

Do not bike side by side

！

Doing other thing while
driving is prohibited

！

Turn on the light at dark

It is prohibited to ride side by side

Driving while talking with a cell

Turn on the bicycle's light when it

with other bicycles except when

phone or listening to loud music

gets dark because bicycles can be

signs designate, "side by side

with headphones etc. while cycling

easily overlooked by pedestrians and

allowed". It can get very dangerous

is forbidden because you might get

drivers. Always turn on the light at

as you get close to vehicles on a

involved with accidents due to lack

night and in dark places such as

road. So, let's ride in single ﬁle.

of attention.

tunnels even in the daytime.

direction".

Bicycle-and-pedestrian path

A pleasant service for cyclists

Basically the bicycle riders must

With pedal rest

be on a road, however, with the
！

Do not bother traﬃc

！

Indication of intention to
the driver

！

Ride with enough
precaution

Bringing in Bicycle room OK (with cycle stand and mat)

"bicycle-and-pedestrian sign",

Bicycle cleaning, maintenance space available

Pedestrians take priority over

When leaving the bicycle, do not

During cycling, have good

In order to prevent accidents in

bicycle riders on a sidewalk at all

park in places that would interfere

communication with drivers of

various trafﬁc environments, make

with trafﬁc.

vehicles using hand signs and/or an

sure you always ride while paying

sidewalk. Please keep pedestrian safety in mind

eye contact. Always clearly indicate

attention to your surroundings.

when riding on the sidewalk.

your intention to drivers while

you can bike on a sidewalk.

Free 1 bottle of mineral water

times so it is recommended to go slow on a

Helmets · Towels available for rent

18,850

Baggage custody is OK before / after check-in

2 meals + hot spring ￥

Onsen after check out OK

Bicycle rental only

You can rent a bike whenever you want to!
(Advance reservation is welcome too)

Rent-A-Cycle To Go Plan
Emergency Cycle Rescue

In case of accident, injury, or ﬂat tires etc. while cycling,
please call the hotel. The rescue car will arrive soon.

1 bottle of mineral water included

Helmets and towels available for free

cycling on the road.

Other noticeable road signs

This plan will be oﬀered from April 2018 ~.
Rates may change depending on the season. Please contact the hotel for details.

receipt / shipment of luggage including bicycle available

A pleasant service for cyclists

Tax
included

Road Bikes

1 day rental either
Allez (Array) or
Dolce (Dolce)

2,500

￥

tax
included
(1 day)

Because the number of those bicycles are limited,
please confirm availability in advance.
Reception time9：00〜18：00
Please wear clothes and shoes comfortable for riding a bicycle.

★For those who bring cycling shoes and binding pedals (pedals that connect to the shoes), the rental bicycles can be reﬁtted with your binding pedals.

No vehicle entry Road closure to Vehicle

Road closure

Pause

No Bicycles

AOMORI CYCLING
Cycling information web site of Aomori Prefecture

One-way street

Pedestrians only

Bicycles only

Introducing recommended courses
and drop-by sightseeing spots,
cyclist accommodation etc.

AOMORI CYCLING

Search

aomori-cycling.com

Scan here for
smartphone▼

